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QUESTION PRESENTED
A conviction under the federal bank robbery statute carries a maximum
sentence of 20 years in prison, but no minimum sentence.

18 U.S.C. § 2113(a). If

the bank robber forces another person "to accompany him" during the robbery or
while in flight, however, that additional offense carries a minimum sentence of ten
years in prison and a maximum sentence oflife imprisonment.

18 U.S.C. § 2113(e).

The question presented is whether § 2113(e)'s forced-accompaniment offense
requires proof of more than a de minim is movement of the victim.
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PETITION FOR WRIT OF CERTIORARI
Petitioner Larry Whitfield respectfully petitions for a writ of certiorari to
review the judgment of the United States Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit in
this case.

DECISIONS BELOW
The Fourth Circuit's first opinion in this case is published at 695 F.3d 288
and is reprinted at App. 7a-42a. The district court's sentencing order on remand is
unpublished and is reprinted at App. 43a-48a. The Fourth Circuit's second opinion,
affirming the sentence imposed on remand, is unpublished and is reprinted at App.
la-6a.

JURISDICTION
The judgment of the court of appeals was entered on August 22, 2012. This
Court has jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. § 1254(1).

RELEVANT STATUTORY PROVISION
18 U.S.C. § 2113 provides, in relevant part:
(a) Whoever, by force and violence, or by intimidation, takes, or
attempts to take, from the person or presence of another, or obtains or
attempts to obtain by extortion any property or money or any other
thing of value belonging to, or in the care, custody, control,
management, or possession of, any bank, credit union, or any savings
and loan association; or
Whoever enters or attempts to enter any bank, credit union, or any
savings and loan association, or any building used in whole or in part
as a bank, credit union, or as a savings and loan association, with
intent to commit in such bank, credit union, or in such savings and
loan association, or building, or part thereof, so used, any felony
affecting such bank, credit union, or such savings and loan association
and in violation of any statute of the United States, or any larceny--

2

Shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than twenty
years, or both.

(d) Whoever, in committing, or in attempting to
offense defined in subsections (a) and (b) of this section,
person, or puts in jeopardy the life of any person by
dangerous weapon or device, shall be fined under
imprisoned not more than twenty-five years, or both.

commit, any
assaults any
the use of a
this title or

(e) Whoever, in committing any offense defined in this section, or
in avoiding or attempting to avoid apprehension for the commission of
such offense, or in freeing himself or attempting to free himself from
arrest or confinement for such offense, kills any person, or forces any
person to accompany him without the consent of such person, shall be
imprisoned not less than ten years, or if death results shall be
punished by death or life imprisonment.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
The courts of appeals have reached conflicting opinions about the scope of

§ 2113(e)'s forced-accompaniment offense. The Fifth and Tenth Circuits have held
that the forced-accompaniment

offense requires proof of more than a de minimis

movement of the victim. The Ninth Circuit has held that "substantial" movement of
the victim is not required, but it reserved judgment on whether a de minimis
threshold might apply. The Fourth Circuit held in this case, consistent with a prior
Eleventh Circuit decision, that nothing more than de minimis movement of the
victim is required.
The Court should use this case to resolve that conflict and provide a uniform
interpretation
l.

of an important and frequently applied federal criminal statute.
In September 2008, Petitioner Larry Whitfield was 20 years old and

had no criminal record. His mother was serving in the military overseas, leaving

3
Whitfield

alone to care for himself and his younger brother.

Overwhelmed

financial

burdens

Whitfield

together

with

imposed

Quanterrious

Carolina.

As they attempted

triggered

an automatic

prompted

Whitfield

by his

McCoy-to

responsibilities,

rob a credit

union

lock on the inner

in Gastonia,

doors, preventing

their

and McCoy to flee by car. McCoy eventually

woods, discarded two firearms,
Now unarmed,

decidedNorth

to enter the credit union, however, a metal detector

car and got stuck in a median.

at work.

family

by the

entry.

This

lost control of the

At this point the two men fled on foot into the

and separated

from one another.

Whitfield first hid in the home of Tina Walden, who was away

Whitfield confronted Walden at the front door when she returned,

causing

her to flee. Whitfield fled as well and next entered the unlocked home of Mary and
Herman Parnell.
Mrs.
pressure,

Parnell,

a 79-year-old

with

heart

disease

and

was at home but not in the room where Whitfield entered.

the Parnell

high

blood

Once inside

home, Whitfield sent a text message to a friend, Tamecia Sanders,

agreed to pick him up.
Sanders,

woman

Mrs. Parnell

Mrs. Parnell

During

a subsequent

phone call between

Whitfield

who
and

came from the hallway and saw Whitfield for the first time.

was frightened,

but Whitfield-who

was still unarmed-said

to her,

"Ma'am, just calm down. I'm probably more scared than you are, and I'm actually
just trying to leave."
Mrs.
directions

Parnell

CAJA 673.1
subsequently

to the Parnell

spoke

to Sanders

on the

phone

home so that she could come get Whitfield.

CAJA refers to the Joint Appendix filed in the court of appeals.

to provide
According to
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Sanders, Mrs. Parnell "sounded calm" and was "relieved" that Sanders was nearby.
CAJA 751.

Sanders, however, was ultimately unable to reach the Parnell home

because the police had blocked it off.
While Whitfield was still on the phone with Sanders, Mrs. Parnell developed
difficulty breathing.

Sanders overheard Whitfield ask Mrs. Parnell if he could get

her a glass of water or any medicine.

Whitfield later informed Sanders that it

appeared Mrs. Parnell had stopped breathing and seemed unconscious, but he was
too scared to go into the room to check on her. Whitfield then began crying on the
phone.
A few minutes later Whitfield ended his call with Sanders when he heard
someone knocking on the front door. He ran from the house and hid in the woods,
where he was ultimately apprehended. Mrs. Parnell was later found dead in a chair
in the computer room of her home, having suffered a heart attack.
During
statements

extensive

questioning

by the

police Whitfield

signed

several

confessing to the attempted robbery and the subsequent home break-

ins. In one of those statements Whitfield admitted that he "asked [Mrs. Parnell] to
go into the computer room." CAJA 1280.
2.

A grand jury in the Western District of North Carolina indicted

Whitfield on four charges.

The first three alleged (1) attempted bank robbery in

violation of 18 U.S.C. § 2113(a) (Count One), (2) conspiracy to use a firearm during
the attempted robbery in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§ 924(c) & (o) (Count Two); and
(3) carrying a firearm during the attempted robbery in violation of 18 U.S.C.

5

§ 924(c) (Count Three).

The fourth, and most serious, charge alleged that while

trying to avoid apprehension for the attempted bank robbery, Whitfield "forced
[Mrs. Parnell] to accompany him without her consent, and killed [her]," in violation
of 18 U.S.C. § 2113(e) (Count Four). CAJA 14.
Despite prosecuting Whitfield under § 2113(e), the government never alleged
that he touched or threatened Mrs. Parnell. At trial it sought to prove the "killed"
offense with expert testimony that Whitfield's presence in Mrs. Parnell's home
caused a fatal cardiac arrhythmia.

It sought to prove "forced accompaniment" with

two separate theories: that Whitfield guided Mrs. Parnell to the computer room,
and that he confined Mrs. Parnell to her home. CAJA 248 (Opening Statement),
1202 (Closing Argument).
At trial the district court utilized a special verdict form on Count Four.

It

asked the jury to decide (1) whether Whitfield killed Mrs. Parnell; (2) whether he
forced her to accompany him; and, (3) if yes as to (2), whether

the forced

accompaniment resulted in Mrs. Parnell's death. CAJA 1340.
The court's instructions on Count Four included no minimum limit on the
degree of accompaniment necessary to establish the forced- accompaniment offense.
Instead, the court instructed the jury that "accompaniment" includes "forcing a
person to move from one part of a building to another against her will." CAJA 1242.
The court noted that the government did not need to show "that the defendant
crossed a property line, moved a person a particular number of feet, held the person

6
for a particular

period of time, or placed the person at a certain

level of danger."

CAJA 1242-43.
Following

trial the jury found Whitfield

On Count Four, it found Whitfield
"forced accompaniment
Throughout

result[ing]

guilty of Counts One through

not guilty of killing Mrs. Parnell
in [her] death."

the trial Whitfield

repeatedly,

Rule 29 of the Federal Rules of Criminal

things,

and unsuccessfully,

Procedure

to accompany
3.

him anywhere."
The district

court imposed
month sentences

a sentence

moved under

for a judgment
evidence);

CAJA 1274-75 (following jury verdict).

that there was insufficient

but guilty of

CAJA 1340.

Count Four. CAJA 1084-87 (close of Government's
defense evidence);

Three.

of acquittal

on

CAJA 1165 (close of

He argued,

evidence "that Mr. Whitfield

among other

forced Ms. Parnell

CAJA 1087.

court

sentenced

Whitfield

of life imprisonment

on November

on Count

on Counts One and Two, and a consecutive

Four,

10, 2010.
concurrent

60-month

The
240-

sentence

on

Count Three.
4.
conviction.

On appeal,

Whitfield

advanced

As relevant here, Whitfield

a forced accompaniment.

arguments

challenging

noted the circuit conflict regarding

of§ 2113(e) and argued that the Government
establish

several

the scope

had failed to prove facts sufficient

The Fourth Circuit disagreed.

his

to

It acknowledged

that "Whitfield required Mrs. Parnell to accompany him for only a short distance
within her own home, and for a brief period." App. 41a. But the court held that
"nothing more is required" to establish a violation of§ 2113(e). App. 41a.
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Although it thus affirmed the basic forced-accompaniment conviction, the
court vacated Whitfield's conviction for the additional death-results

It

offense.

reasoned that the "death results" terminology in § 2113(e) prescribes an element of
a separate offense rather than a sentencing factor. App. 34a-35a. Because Count
Four of the indictment

charged a killing offense and a forced-accompaniment

offense, but not a death-results

offense, the court held that the district court

violated the Grand Jury Clause by instructing the jury on the uncharged deathresults offense. App. 33a-40a. The court thus vacated the death-results conviction
and remanded to the district court for resentencing on the remaining Count Four
conviction for forced accompaniment. App. 40a.
5.

On October 31, 2012, the district court resentenced Whitfield on Count

Four to a sentence of 264 months in prison. The court entered its final judgment on
November 20, 2012, and Whitfield timely filed a notice of appeal on November 26,
2012.
6.

On November 20, 2012, Whitfield filed a petition for certiorari asking

this Court to review the Fourth Circuit's initial, published decision. In response,
the government argued (among other things) that the case's interlocutory posturegiven the pendency of the appeal from the sentence imposed on remand-"alone
furnishe[s] sufficient ground for the denial of' the petition.

Brief for the United

States in Opposition at 8, United States v. Whitfield, No. 12-7374 (January

22,

2013) (quoting Hamilton-Brown Shoe Co. v. Wolf Bros. & Co., 240 U.S. 251, 258
(1916)). The government acknowledged that Whitfield could re-raise his claim after

8
the Fourth Circuit decided the appeal arising from his resentencing.

Id. at 8-9

(citing Major League Baseball Players Ass'n v. Garvey, 532 U.S. 504, 508 n.I (2001)
(per curiam)

(observing that the Court "ha[s] authority to consider questions

determined in earlier stages of the litigation where certiorari is sought from" the
most recent judgment)).

On February 25, 2013, this Court denied Whitfield's

petition for certiorari.
7.

On December 10, 2013, the Fourth Circuit issued an unpublished, per

curiam opinion affirming the sentence imposed by the district court on remand.
App. la-6a.

REASONS FOR GRANTINGTHE WRIT
I.

The Fourth Circuit's Decision Deepens A Conflict Among The Circuit
Courts Regarding The Proper Interpretation Of 18 U.S.C. § 2113(e).
This case presents a legal issue-the

accompaniment offense-that

proper construction of§ 2113(e)'s forced-

has vexed the federal courts. Five circuit courts have

addressed the issue, resulting in three conflicting interpretations of the statute.

A.

The Fifth And Tenth Circuits Have Interpreted § 2113(e)'s
Forced-Accompaniment Offense Narrowly By Requiring More
Than A De Minimis Movement of the Victim.

The Tenth Circuit first addressed the scope of§ 2113(e) in United States v.

Marx, 485 F.2d 1179 (10th Cir. 1973). In that case the defendants assaulted a bank
president (Mr. Adams) on his morning run and forced their way into his home. Id.
at 1181-82.

From there the defendants ordered Mr. Adams to take a forged

cashier's check (for $49,500) to the bank, negotiate it for cash, and leave the cash in
a parking lot. Id. at 1182. To ensure compliance with this scheme, the defendants

9

strapped a bomb to Mr. Adams's left side and placed a second bomb under a bed
where they tied up Mrs. Adams and her two children. Id.
The defendants were convicted on several charges under 18 U.S.C. § 2113,
including a forced-accompaniment

charge under § 2113(e).

The Government's

theory for the forced-accompaniment charge was two-fold: first, that the defendants
had forced Mr. Adams to accompany them into his home; and second, that they had
forced Mrs. Adams and the children to accompany them into the bedroom.

Id. at

1185-86.
The

defendants

challenged

their· forced-accompaniment

convictions

on

appeal. They argued that "accompany'v=as used in§ 2113(e)-"connotes a physical
juxtaposition among the participants and a sense of movement or travel."
1186.

Id. at

And they argued that "although Adams and his family were somewhat

contained in their activities, they were never physically traveling with either
[defendant]." Id.
The Tenth Circuit agreed with the defendants' construction of§ 2113(e) and
reversed their forced-accompaniment

convictions. Aside from relying on the plain

meaning of "accompany," the court construed § 2113(e) in light of its purpose of
"combat[ting] the multitude of murders and kidnappings occurring during attempts
by bank robbers to flee the scene of the crime." Id. The court therefore concluded
that "more is required [to violate § 2113(e)] than forcing Adams to enter his own
house or forcing the Adams family to move from the den to a bedroom." Id.

10
The Fifth Circuit adopted a similar construction of§ 2113(e) in United States
v. Reed, 26 F.3d 523 (5th Cir. 1994). There the defendant approached a credit-union
employee at gunpoint outside the rear entrance to the credit union.

Id.

The

defendant forced the employee to open the door, enter the credit union with him,
and give him money from the vault. Id.
On appeal, the Fifth Circuit observed that the scope of the phrase
accompany him" in § 2113(e) was an issue of first impression in the circuit.

"to

Id. at

526. Like the Tenth Circuit, the court concluded that de minimis movement of the
victim-such

as the movement

of a bank

employee within the bank-was

insufficient to sustain a forced-accompaniment conviction. Id. at 527. The court
reasoned that considering "such circumstances [as] an aggravating accompaniment
would likely convert numerous ordinary ...
robberies

with

only the

faintest

bank robberies to aggravated bank

of distinctions

between

accompanied,

i.e.,

aggravated, and non-accompanied, non-aggravated bank robbers." Id. at 528.
In its decision, the Fifth Circuit approvingly cited a district court case holding
that§ 2113(e) "requires a not insubstantial asportation of the victim." Id. at 527 n.4
(citing United States v. Sanchez, 782 F. Supp. 94 (C.D. Cal. 1992) (Tashima, J.)).
The court further explained that the "substantiality of the asportation, although
there can be no bright line, should be measured by duration, distance and any
change in environment tending to increase the danger to which the victim is
exposed, other than any danger inherent in the underlying offense." Id. (quoting
Sanchez, 782 F. Supp. at 97).
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The Fifth Circuit concluded that the accompaniment in question satisfied this
standard.

It reasoned that "moving the victim as a hostage into the bank" from the

outside exceeded the forced-accompaniment threshold, just as "moving her out of
the bank as a hostage would have." Id. at 528. Although the defendant's actions
were enough to show "accompaniment"

under § 2113(e), the Reed

decision's

construction of the statute to require more than de minimis movement still binds
federal courts in the Fifth Circuit. See Rios v. City of Del Rio, 444 F.3d 417, 425 n.8
(5th Cir. 2006) ("[A] prior panel's explication of the rules of law governing its
holdings may not generally be disregarded as dictum.").

B.

A Divided Panel Of The Ninth Circuit
Rejected
A
"Substantiality
Analysis" Under § 2113(e), But Reserved
Judgment On Whether To Apply A De Minimis Threshold.

The Ninth Circuit addressed the scope of § 2113(e) in United
Strobehn,

States v.

421 F.3d 1017 (9th Cir. 2005). The defendant there confronted a security

guard at gunpoint in a bank parking lot and forced him to enter the bank and lie
face down on the floor while the defendant robbed the bank. Id. at 1018.
On appeal, the panel majority expressly declined to adopt the "substantiality
analysis" from cases such as Marx and Sanchez.
decisions interpreting

It reasoned that, despite these

§ 2113(e) to require a "substantial" accompaniment,

statute has no such qualifying language."

"[t]he

Id. at 1019. Nonetheless, the majority

stopped short of holding that § 2113(e) would apply even where the accompaniment
was de rninirnis.
movement

would

Id. at 1020 n.1 ("We do not decide whether less substantial
suffice in

a

different

case.

Contrary

to the

dissent's

12
understanding,
accompaniment,

we do not hold that '§ 2113(e) 'plainly' applies to any forced
no matter how slight."'). Instead, it held that the defendant's

actions in forcing the security guard to "walk a non-trivial distance" and enter the
bank from the parking lot surpassed any de minimis threshold. Id. at 1020 & n.1.2
Judge Fletcher dissented. She reasoned that "the meaning of§ 2113(e) is not
as 'plain' as the majority would have it."
statutory

text

accompaniment."
statutory

is "actually

silent

Id. at 1023. Rather, she noted, the

regarding

the

requisite

degree of forced

Id. The court was thus required to determine, using the tools of

interpretation,

whether. the statute

"røachjes] 'any,' 'more than

de

mùiimie, or 'substantial' forced accompaniment." Id. at 1023 n. l.
Judge Fletcher first interpreted the forced-accompaniment language in light
of the remainder of § 2113(e).

She observed that "§ 2113(e) imposes the same

minimum punishment for forced accompaniment without consent as it imposes for
homicide, which suggests that 'forced accompaniment' must refer to conduct that is
comparable in degree of culpability to homicide." Id. at 1024.
This reading of "forced accompaniment," she wrote, was reinforced by the
broader context of § 2113.

That statute "creates a scale of increasingly serious

crimes and corresponding increasingly severe penalties." Id. As a result, "[tjhø fact
that subsection (e) prescribes a substantially

more severe punishment

for bank

robbery than subsection (d)"-which enhances a bank robbery sentence for "assault,
z
The Seventh Circuit affirmed a § 2113(e) conviction under similar facts in United States v.
Davis, 48 F.3d 277, 279 (7th Cir. 1995) (defendant "forced [a credit union employee], at gunpoint, to
go from the parking lot into the credit union"). The court affirmed the conviction on the facts
without addressing whether § 2113(e) would apply to a case involving a lesser movement of the
victim. Id. at 278-79.
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endangerment

of a life, or use of a dangerous weapon"-suggests

"reach[es] conduct substantially

that § 2113(e)

more egregious than that which is reached by

subsection (d)." Id. at 1024-25.
Finally, Judge Fletcher observed that "[t]he legislative history and purpose of
§ 2113(e) confirms what is evident from reading the provision in context." Id. at
1025. Congress, she concluded, did not intend "to authorize such a severe penalty
enhancement

for insubstantial

asportation or forced movement inherent to the

underlying crime." Id. at 1025-26.
Based on her interpretation
the substantiality

of§ 2113(e), Judge Fletcher would have applied

analysis employed by the Sanchez court. She concluded that the

facts of the case, which included "forced movement across a bank's threshold," did
not satisfy this standard. Id. at 1026-27.

C.

The Fourth Circuit And The Eleventh Circuit Have Interpreted
§ 2113(e)'s Forced-Accompaniment
Offense
Broadly
To
Encompass Even De Minim is Movement Of The Victim,

The Eleventh Circuit was the first appeals court to reject any limit on the
degree of accompaniment required under § 2113(e). In United States v. Bauer, 956
F.2d 239 (11th Cir. 1992), the court addressed a case in which the defendant was
convicted of a forced-accompaniment

offense because during an attempted bank

robbery he had forced two women at gunpoint "to accompany him from the back of
the bank to the front door." Id. at 241. On appeal, the Eleventh Circuit interpreted
§ 2113(e) expansively:
There is no requirement [under § 2113(e)] that the government prove
that the defendant crossed a property line. Nor does the statute
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require that the hostages traverse a particular number of feet, that the
hostages be held against their will for a particular time period, or that
the hostages be placed in a certain quantum of danger.

Id. Applying this standard the court affirmed the § 2113(e) conviction even though
the entire "accompaniment" occurred inside the bank. Id. at 241-42.
The Fourth Circuit first adopted Bauer's broad interpretation of § 2113(e) in

United States v. Turner, 389 F.3d 111 (4th Cir. 2004). The defendant in that case
entered a bank with a gun tucked in his belt and ordered the bank manager to lead
him from her desk to the vault, where he had her fill a pillowcase with money. Id.
at 114. On appeal, the court expressly relied on Bauer in affirming the defendant's
§ 2113(e) conviction. Id. at 119-20. The court purported to base its holding on the·
"plain terms" of the statute, which the court said "include[ ] no property-line or
threshold requirement." Id. at 119.
The Fourth Circuit applied Turner in this case to an even more de minimis
accompaniment.

As the court acknowledged, "Whitfield required Mrs. Parnell to

accompany him for only a short distance within her own home, and for a brief
period." App. 41a.

Citing Turner, however, the court held that "nothing more is

required." Id. at 41a.

*

*

*

This Court should resolve the entrenched conflict among the circuits and
provide a uniform interpretation of§ 2113(e).
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II.

The Question
Frequently.

Presented

The proper interpretation

Is

Important

And

Likely

To Arise

of § 2113(e) is an important and recurring issue.

Federal bank robberies, unfortunately, are an all-too-common occurrence, making
§ 2113 cases a staple of the federal criminal docket. In 2011, for example, there
were more than 5,000 federal bank robberies that violated§ 2113, according to FBI
statistics.

See FBI Bank Crime Statistics, Federally Insured Financial Institutions

(January

1, 2011 - December 31, 2011), available at http://www.fbi.gov/stats-

services/publications/bank-crime-statistics-2011/bank-crime-statistics-2011.

Not

surprisingly,

The

many of these reported robberies yield federal prosecutions.

Sentencing Commission reported more than 3,200 cases sentenced pursuant to the
Robbery Guideline (U.S.S.G. § 2B3.l) in 2012, accounting for 4.1% of all cases. See
Use of Guidelines and Specific Offense Characteristics (Fiscal Year 2011), at p. 16,
available

at

http://www.ussc.gov/Data_and_Statistics/Federal_Sentencing_

Statistics/Guideline_Application_Frequencies/2012/Use_of_Guidelines_and_Specific
_Offense_Characteristics_Guideline_Calculation_Based.pdf.3
Besides its direct impact on defendants convicted of a forced-accompaniment
offense, the Fourth Circuit's interpretation of§ 2113(e) will spill over to every case
prosecuted

under

§ 2113.

Given the low threshold

required to establish

"accompaniment" under the Fourth Circuit's interpretation,

an

prosecutors will have

wide discretion to add a § 2113(e) charge in nearly every case indicted under
a
The Robbery Guideline covers bank robberies as well as other types of robberies. Although
the Sentencing Commission does not break down its statistics by type of robbery, the statistics show
that more than 53% of the cases sentenced under the Robbery Guideline in 2012 involved property
stolen from a financial institution or post office. Id.
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§ 2113(a). Because bank robbery cases generally involve perpetrators giving orders
to victims, and those orders generally require victims to move from one location to
another inside a bank, defendants in mine-run bank robbery cases in the Fourth
Circuit will find themselves facing § 2113(e)'s greatly enhanced penalties-a
mandatory
contrast,

minimum of ten years and a maximum of life imprisonment.

By

defendants who engage in the same conduct in the Fifth and Tenth

Circuits (and in any other Circuit that ultimately rejects the Fourth Circuit's
interpretation)

will face much lighter penalties

under § 2113(a)-a

statutory

maximum of twenty years with no statutory minimum.
The looming specter of§ 2113(e)'s harsh penalties will have a significant and
coercive effect during plea bargaining.

As this Court has recently observed, 97% of

federal convictions are the result of guilty pleas. Missouri v. Frye, 132 S. Ct. 1399,
1407 (2012).

Plea bargaining thus "is not some adjunct to the criminal justice

system; it is the criminal justice system."
original).

Id. (citation omitted; emphasis in

In a system where "horse trading [between prosecutor and defense

counsel] determines who goes to jail and for how long" (id.), the Fourth Circuit's
expansive interpretation of§ 2113(e) will have a deleterious impact in a wide swath
of bank robbery cases.
Even more troubling, that impact will be largely invisible to the courts
because it will manifest itself through the increased pressure on defendants to
plead guilty to a lesser § 2113 offense rather than risk challenging an unjustified
· § 2113(e) charge at trial.

In other words, the Fourth Circuit's erroneously broad
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of§ 2113(e) is likely to produce more prosecutorial over-charging and

interpretation

fewer published decisions that address the provision's scope.
III.

The Fourth Circuit's Construction Of§ 2113(e) Is Wrong.
The Fourth Circuit's conclusion-that

movement of the victim-violates

§ 2113(e) requires only a de muumis

fundamental principles of statutory interpretation

and is wrong.
The "first step in interpreting a statute is to determine whether the language
at issue has a plain and unambiguous meaning with regard to the particular
dispute in the case." Robinson v. Shell Oil Co., 519 U.S. 337, 340 (1997). This
inquiry "must cease if the statutory language is unambiguous and the statutory
scheme is coherent and consistent."
determining

Id. (internal quotation marks omitted).

In

"[t]he plainness or ambiguity of statutory language," courts must

consider "the language itself, the specific context in which that language is used,
and the broader context of the statute as a whole." Id. at 341; see Holloway v.

United States, 526 U.S. 1, 7 (1999) ("[T]he meaning of statutory language, plain or
not, depends on context.").
Applying these standards, the key statutory phrase-"to
ambiguous.

The term by its plain meaning "connotes ...

accompany him"-is

a sense of movement or

travel." Marx, 485 F.2d at 1186; see also Oxford English Dictionary Third Edition
(Dec. 2011) (defining "accompany" as "To go with (a person) as a companion, escort,
or attendant.").

But the term, and the remainder of the statute, is silent as to the

amount of "movement or travel" required.
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The Fourth Circuit erred. by resolving this ambiguity in favor of a broad
interpretation

that encompasses de minim.is movement. That construction fails in

light of the full statutory context. See Robinson, 519 U.S. at 341 (observing that the
statutory

term "employees" appeared "[a]t first blush" to refer only to current

employees, but holding that "[tjhis initial impression ...

does not withstand

scrutiny in the context of [the entire statutory provision]"); Smith v. United States,
508 U.S. 223, 233 (1993) ("Just as a single word cannot be read in isolation, nor can
a single provision of a statute.").
Viewed as a whole, § 2113 creates a series of escalating penalties applicable
to increasingly culpable conduct.

Subsection (a) defines the basic bank-robbery

offense and sets a 20-year statutory

maximum.

Subsection (d) increases

the

maximum to 25 years for an aggravated offense where the bank robber "assaults
any person, or puts in jeopardy the life of any person by the use of a dangerous
weapon or device."

Finally, subsection (e) imposes the most serious penalties,

setting a ten-year mandatory minimum and a maximum of life for offenses that
involve forced accompaniment of another person, along with a mandatory minimum
of life if the victim dies as a result of the forced accompaniment or is killed.
The logic of this tiered penalty scheme disintegrates

under the Fourth

Circuit's holding. Although subsection (e) carries the most serious penalties-and
thus aimed at the most culpable conduct-the

is

Fourth Circuit's interpretation

broadens it to cover conduct present in nearly all bank robberies, such as directing a
bank employee's movement within the bank. As a result, the more serious penalties
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for "forced accompaniment" will apply in a broad swath of mine-run bank robberies
where the less severe penalties of subsection (d) would not apply.
This case is a good example.
charge-Whitfield's

The conduct underlying the subsection (e)

interaction with Mrs. Parnell-would

not have triggered the

increased 25-year maximum under subsection (d) because Whitfield was unarmed
and did not commit assault.

Yet he is subject to the harsher penalties imposed by

subsection (e) under the Fourth Circuit's erroneous interpretation of that provision.
These absurd results need not be tolerated.
have properly interpreted§

The Fifth and Tenth Circuits

2113(e)'s ambiguous language to require more than a de

minim is movement of tho victim.

This interpretation

is faithful to the text of

§ 2113(e) while also maintaining the integrity of the overall penalty scheme created
by§ 2113.
Finally, evenif context did not mandate this interpretation

of§ 2113(e), the

rule of lenity would. See United States v. Santos, 553 U.S. 507, 514 (2008) ("The
rule of lenity requires ambiguous criminal laws to be interpreted in favor of the
defendants subjected to them.").

IV.

This Case Is An Ideal Vehicle For Resolving The Scope Of§ 2113(e)'s
Forced-Accompaniment Offense.
Whitfield's case presents

an ideal vehicle for this Court to resolve the

question presented for at least three reasons.

First, the issue has been preserved

and litigated in the proceedings below. In the district court Whitfield repeatedly
moved under Rule 29 for a judgment of acquittal on the § 2113(e) charge. Whitfield
continued to pursue this issue on appeal, arguing that the evidence was insufficient
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under the interpretation

of "forced accompaniment" adopted by the Fifth and Tenth

Circuits.
Second, the Court's decision on the legal question presented

will be

dispositive since there is no factual dispute that could affect the outcome.

The

Fourth Circuit's opinion makes clear that, even viewed in the light most favorable
to the Government, Whitfield did nothing more than guide Mrs. Parnell from one
room of her own home to another.

App. 41a ("Whitfield required Mrs. Parnell to

accompany him for only a short distance within her own home, and for a brief
peno. d . ") .

Indeed, the movement of Mrs. Parnell was so de minimis that the

Government's own press release described this as a case of "confinement" rather
than "accompaniment."4

Thus, if this Court agrees with the Fifth and Tenth

Circuits that§ 2113(e) requires more than de minimie movement of the victim, it is
clear that Whitfield's§ 2113(e) conviction must be reversed under that standard.
Third, proper resolution of this issue will have a dramatic
Whitfield's overall sentence.
conviction

carnes

a ten-year

impact on

As an initial matter, the forced-accompaniment
mandatory

minimum

sentence,

whereas

the

convictions on Count One and Count Two do not have any mandatory minimum.
Moreover, because of its seriousness, a§ 2113(e) conviction is treated more severely
under the Guidelines than an ordinary bank robbery conviction under§ 2113(a). As
a result,

Whitfield was sentenced

(and resentenced)

based on an advisory

See Press Release, Charlotte Man Convicted by Federal Jury on Crimes Related to
September 2008 Gastonia Bank Robbery Attempt: Jury Also Finds Gastonia Womans [sic] Death
Resulted From Forced Confinement During Escape, available ai http://www.fbi.gov/charlotte/pressreleases/2009/ce112009-l.htm (Joint Press Release of FBI and U.S. Attorney's Office) (emphasis
added).
4
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Guidelines range of life imprisonment.·

Absent the § 2113(e) conviction, however,

the advisory range for Counts One and Two would have been only 70 to 87 months.v

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, this Court should grant the Petition for Writ of
Certiorari.
Respectfully submitted,
Ross Richardson, Acting Executive Director
Federal Defenders of
Western North Carolina, Inc.

Appellate Counsel of Record
One Page Avenue, Suite 210
Asheville, NC 28801
(828) 232-9992
joshua_carpenter@fd.org

5
This range is calculated based on the presentence report, which found that the total offense
level for Count One (attempted bank robbery) and Count Two (firearms conspiracy) was 27. CAJA
1671. Combined with Whitfield's criminal history category ofl, this offense level yields a Guidelines
range of 70 to 87 months. Count Three (firearms) is treated separately and requires a 60-month
consecutive sentence. CAJA 1672, 1676.

